In today’s new norm, perception IS reality. COVID-19 is an urgent threat, and permanent behavioral changes are sure to outlive the current crisis. Patrons and employees will need to trust that the places that they are in are safe to traverse; stores, offices, manufacturing facilities, and venue owners must put measures in place now. Your obligation is to protect the safety and human health by all reasonable means, and now is the time to prepare for getting back to business. InReality has the platform to deploy and manage a cohesive, multi-approach solution!

MAKING THE BRICK & MORTAR SAFER, ONE SPACE AT A TIME

VISITOR AND EMPLOYEE FEVER SCREENING: ALERT + DOCUMENT

➔ Multiple privacy settings
➔ Face Recognition to Detect and Log Employee Daily Test
➔ Document for liability / compliance
➔ Share real time results at store entrance or online
➔ Results are near immediate with sound and light alerts
➔ Wall, Counter, or Floor mount options available

Thermal Mirror

Occupancy Monitor

The Power is the Platform

★ Two applications, One Platform
★ Connect & manage 1 to many locations
★ Customizable based on “Safe” Policies, Privacy, & HR Compliance Requirements
★ Safe, secure data
★ Optimize for the Environment, Context or Desired Brand Experience
★ Dashboard Provides Reports, Trending and Exports
★ Automate Testing, Compliance and Liability
★ Monitor performance from your phone

Actual core body temperatures should be further confirmed using clinical measurement devices. Under any circumstances, it is highly recommended to use thermographic cameras in accordance with local laws and regulations. Statements regarding temperature device have not been evaluated by the FDA and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition.

realtimeoccuppacitycounts+notifications

➔ Reduce cost for managing and monitoring venue traffic
➔ Display status, history and predicted wait time both in venue and online
➔ Supports any number of doors
➔ All displays are synchronized
➔ Helps with Compliance and Liability
➔ Leverage traffic level reporting by hour to run your business

safespace.inreality.com
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